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Three siblings died after an
accident in which a minibus
taxi crashed against a tree
and caught alight in
KwaZulu-Natal.

Follow eNCA as we carry
live rolling coverage of
Nelson Mandela in
hospital, after he suffered a
lung infection relapse.

An Eshowe man, who
claims to be Jesus Christ,
has set up a compound
and has already gathered
over a dozen disciples.STORY COVERAGE STORY

Beetle ball attracts attention
Life Monday 27 May 2013 - 6:13 AM

Visitors walk past the "Beetle Sphere" by Ichwan Noor at the Art Basel Hong Kong fair in
Hong Kong on May 23, 2013 Picture: AFP

HONG KONG - Having taken five Volkswagen Beetles and compressed them
into spheres, artist Ichwan Noor was always going to grab attention at the
inaugural Hong Kong Art Basel.

Noor is known in his native Indonesia but is hoping the glittering, champagne-
soaked art fair will give him further recognition beyond his home borders.

Such are the opportunities that await emerging and lesser-known artists at the
fair, which aims to highlight Hong Kong's growing role as a global arts hub.

Soon after the event opened to guests on Wednesday, Noor saw one of his
$88,000 "Beetle Spheres" snapped up.

"Events like Hong Kong Art Basel will provide him [Noor] with the needed
exposure," Jakarta-based art museum and gallery Art:1 deputy director Monica
Gunawan, said.

"He is quite well known in Jakarta, but not so much in the international art
market."

Works from more than 3,000 international artists have been exhibited through
245 of the world's leading galleries, more than half of which are from Asia.

Buoyed by the arrival of so many well-heeled international collectors, galleries
have competed with each other to hold lavish parties in the hope of attracting
big-spending buyers.

At one event earlier this week supermodel Kate Moss was photographed sipping
champagne with the likes Rupert Murdoch's wife Wendi and Dasha Zhukova, the
art collecting wife of billionaire Chelsea FC owner Roman Abramovich.
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Fraudsters named and shamed
Justice Minister Jeff Radebe released the
names of over 40 convicted fraudsters.
The list also includes private individuals
who defrauded government departments.

SOUTH AFRICA

Madiba is a fighter - Zindzi
One of former president Nelson
Mandela's daughters, Zindzi, told a
newspaper that her father was well while
South Africans and the world prayed for
the global icon.

SOUTH AFRICA

World waits on Madiba update
The Presidency says they are the only
official source of information on Nelson
Mandela's health. The former statesman
has spent a second day in hospital for a
lung infection.
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@rayale26 - The use of the K word is
disgusting. However Irvin Khoza used it on
national TV and he wasn't suspended by
SAFA ??

@Joe990gp - Racists imagine themselves
as so intelligent. Are they so intelligent that
they just don't get it? Commonsense is
beneath them?

@AnneLeonardPta - Read the Bible. Jesus
Christ will arrive on clouds to judge the world.
This dude is smoking Toilet Duck.

@CharlZ456 - I can take a false prophet. Bt
1who takes money 4rm the poor +
encourages kids 2 leave school? This Jesus
dude (KZN) is disgusting!

@Everisto_Kamera - SA MPs ought to push
through proposal to ban labour brokering -
report @eNCAnews encouraging.
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Henrietta Tsui, owner of local specialists Gallerie Ora-Ora and founder of the
Hong Kong Art Gallery Association, has even taken guests out into Hong Kong's
Victoria Harbour on the family's 80-foot yacht. She initially planned to hold a
single event on the boat but had to make multiple trips because of demand.

"The response has been overwhelming, we were five times oversubscribed and
we couldn't accommodate all of them," she said, adding that buyers came from
all across the globe.

"It's been fun at the back of the [exhibition] room trying to figure out all the
different credit cards from around the world - that's quite an indication of the kind
of turnout," she said.

The four-day annual show, which ends on Sunday, has until now only been held
in Switzerland and the United States and has made a dazzling debut in a city
better known as a fast-paced financial hub.

Art:1, which is exhibiting in Hong Kong for the first time, is aiming to match up its
artists with collectors who show long-term interest, Gunawan said.

"If we can get a good collector from here and maintain a long-term international
relationship, it would be very good," she said.

Collectors new to Hong Kong are looking to tap into the growing Asian market.
Gagosian, White Cube, Acquavella, Lehmann Maupin and Galerie Perrotin are
just some of the big-name galleries to have arrived in the city in the past two
years despite sky-high rents.

Art Basel replaces Art HK, Hong Kong's former art fair which was set up in 2008.
It was recently taken over by the high-profile Swiss Art Basel franchise, which
has been showcasing modern and contemporary art since 1970.

The event also featured local Hong Kong artists such as Lam Tung Pang who
showcased his "One-Two-World", an installation where scale models, plants and
drawings were projected on paper.

Also on display were five works including video and three-dimensional
installations using day-to-day items by Lam's compatriot Tang Kwok Hin.

"I'm here to see if there's anything new to pick up, maybe Asian artists that I'm
not so familiar with or we don't see as much in Europe or in the States," said
Garance Massart, who directs a Switzerland-based art consultancy.

"You have emerging artists, you have very established impressionists, modern
Picassos for multimillion dollar numbers and maybe five stands behind you'll
have a !15,000 artist that's not as famous," Massart said of the fair's selection.

With its international status, convenient location as an Asian hub and a large
selection of leading galleries compared to other city centres in Asia, "it makes
sense" to have the fair in Hong Kong, said Massart.

"I think the wealth is growing and so is the market," she said.

The former British colony has surged to third place in the global art auction
market behind New York and London.

The boom in Hong Kong's international art market is largely a result of the fast-
growing wealth of mainland Chinese, some of whom are investing heavily in art.

There has also been a growing interest among Chinese and Asian collectors for
different types of international art aside from traditional works.

"Just seeing the growth in China of the new collectors... it's just good that they
are starting to open themselves to art," said Melanie Ouyang Lum, an art
consultant based in Los Angeles looking for up and coming works at the fair.

"There's a lot of Chinese collectors who are going abroad now and going to a lot
of the fairs...and starting to educate themselves about art," Lum, who has been
working extensively with Chinese artists for the past five years, said.

"I think that's a springboard and they will influence the younger generation," she
said.

With a younger and more affluent generation of Chinese collectors being more
involved in the art scene, the Asian art market could become very lucrative, Lum
said.
"I think the sky's the limit."

-AFP
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